or both. The following very succinct list is intended to give an overview of various approaches rather than a extensive list of results on Leopoldt's conjecture. In [8] , Greenberg notes for the first time a relation between the Leopoldt Conjecture and a special case of the Greenberg Conjecture: he shows that Leopoldt's Conjecture implies that A(T ) (see §1.1. for the definitions) is finite for totally real fields, i.e. the Greenberg Conjecture holds for the T -part. Our central result, presented in Proposition 3 sharpens this observation to an equivalence: Leopoldt's conjecture holds for totally real fields iff B is finite.
Emsalem, Kisilevsky and Wales [6] use group representations and Baker theory for proving the Conjecture for some small non abelian groups; this direction of research has been continued in some further papers by Emsalem or Emsalem and coauthors. Jaulent proves in [11] the Conjecture for some fields of small discriminants, using the phantom field Φ which we shall define below. Currently the strongest result based on Diophantine approximation was achieved by Waldschmidt [20] , who proved that if r is the Z -rank of the units in the field K, then the Leopoldt defect satisfies D(K) ≤ r/2.
The connection of Leopoldt's conjecture to class field theory was already noted by Iwasawa in [9] . He shows that if K ∞ is the cyclotomic Z p -extension of K and Ω(K) ⊃ K ∞ is the maximal p-abelian p-ramified extension of K, then Gal(Ω(K)/K) ∼ Z n p , where n = r 2 + 1 + D(K); the proof of this fact is in any text book on cyclotomy and Iwasawa theory. For CM extensions K, the conjecture herewith reduces to Ω(K + ) = K + ∞ · H 1 , where H 1 is the p-part of the Hilbert class field of K + . In this paper we shall use this equivalent statement and prove: Theorem 1. Let K/Q be a galois CM extension. Then the Leopoldt defect D(K) = 0.
It is easy to show that if K ′ /Q is a field such that Leopoldt's Conjecture holds for some galois extension K/Q which contains K ′ , then it holds for K ′ . See for instance the final remark on p. 108 of Laurnt's paper [12] . We may thus concentrate on galois extensions of Q and shall assume in the rest of this paper that K/Q is CM, galois and contains the p-th roots of unity. The Dirichlet number is r = r 2 − 1 and Z p -rk(E) = r p = r − D(K). Furthermore, we assume that K is such that all the primes above p are totally ramified in the Z p -cyclotomic extension K ∞ /K and the Leopoldt defect is constant for all intermediate fields of this extension. This can be achieved by choosing K sufficiently large, according to [21] , Lemma 13.30 ; although the field F is assumed in the respective section of Washington's book to be totally real, the proof of 13.30 does not depend on this assumption.
1.1. General notations. Let K ∞ /K be the cyclotomic Z p -extension of K and K n the intermediate fields of level n. If B ∞ is the cyclotomic Z pextension of Q and B n are its intermediate fields, then K n = K · B n and K ∞ = B · K. The ground field is K, a complex galois extension with group ∆ = Gal(K/Q), which contains the p k -th but not the p k+1 -th roots of unity. The constant k will be fixed in Definition 1 below, such that the Λ -modules related to K have some useful additional properties. We write K = K 1 = K 2 = . . . = K k . Note that our choice of k implies that B k−1 ⊂ K but B k ⊂ K. As usual, we let τ be a topological generator of Γ = Gal(K ∞ /K) and T = τ − 1, Λ = Z p [[T ] ]. We assume that the Leopoldt defect D(K n ) is constant for all n ≥ k. We let ζ p n ∈ K n be a fixed, norm coherent sequence of p n -th roots of unity. For some field K we write E(K), E ′ (K) for the units respectively the p -units of K, but we may also write E n = E(K n ).
Moreover A(K), A ′ (K) are the p-parts of the ideal class groups of the integers and p-integers, and U (K) are the local 1-units, thus the integers of K ⊗ Q Q p which are congruent to one modulo uniformizers, in each completion. We let E(K) = ∩ ∞ N =1 E q−1 · U (K) p N ⊂ U (K), where q = ♯U ℘ /πU ℘ is the degree of the residual field of any completion of K at a prime above p. We write U ′ (K) = {u ∈ U + (K) : N K/Q (u) = 1} for the norm-one units and
In particular, when K = K n , we define the limits
. Local class field theory shows that Ker (N : U ∞ → U (K)) ⊂ Z p , since the kernel is invariant under the augmentation of Gal(K n /Q) for all n. Therefore, U ′ ∞ can also be defined as a projective limit under the norm maps. Since
where s is the number of primes above p in K. The module U ′ (K n ) is the smallest natural submodule in which the global units embed, in the sense that Z p -rk(U ′ (K n )) = Z-rk(E(K n )) and E(K n ) ֒→ U ′ (K n ). The Leopoldt Conjecture will then show that the index of E(K n ) is finite and we already know that
since we assumed that the Leopoldt defect is stationary. We assume that the primes above p are totally ramified in K ∞ /K and ℘ ⊂ K is one such prime. We let C = ∆/D(℘) be a set of coset representatives of the decomposition group of ℘ in ∆ and P = {ν℘ : ν ∈ C} the set of primes of K above p. The completion of K at ν℘ is K 1,ν℘ and since ℘ is totally ramified, it makes sense to write K n,℘ for the completion of K n at the unique ramified prime of K n above ℘. We let
a galois algebra in which K n is dense under the product topology; the projections to the completions at ν℘ are denoted by ι ν℘ : K n → K n,ν℘ . There is an embedding Gal(K n /Q) ֒→ Gal(K n /Q p ): indeed, if K n = Q[θ] as a simple algebraic extension and g(X) is the minimal polynomial of θ, then
) is an automorphism of K n which restricts to σ. If π ∈ K n maps to a uniformizer in all completions, then U (K n ) = {x ∈ O(K) : ι ν℘ (u) ≡ 1 mod νπ} and E n ⊂ U (K n ) is the p-adic completion of the intersection of the diagonal embedding E n ֒→ K n with U (K n ).
For all n ≥ 1 we let A n be the p -Sylow subgroups of the class group C(K n ) and A the projective limit, a Λ -module. The groups A ′ n , A ′ are defined like A n , A, with respect to the class groups of the p -integers: see also [9] , §4.3; the numeration respects the same rule as for the intermediate fields. The groups B n ⊂ A n , B ⊂ A[T ] are those generated by classes of ideals containing ramified primes above p, resp. the projective limit of these groups. The norms N m,n = N Km/Kn for m > n ≥ k are supposed to be surjective as maps
and M be some Λ-torsion module, written additively. We define
If there is an m ≥ 0 such that f m M = 0, then the order ord f (M ) is the least such integer. Otherwise ord
. Assuming that these modules are finitely generated, we note that the exact sequence
in which the central arrow is induced by the map x → f x induces a pseudoisomorphism S f (M ) ∼ R f (M ). We let f − rk(M ) be the common number of generators in a minimal system of generators of either R f (M ) or S f (M ), as a Λ-module.
We let further H, Ω be the maximal p -abelian extensions of K ∞ , which are unramified, respectively p -ramified. Note that we do not use the index ∞ for H and will write instead H(K) = H 1 for the Hilbert class field of K. Complex conjugation acts by conjugation on the galois groups
The maximal p-abelian unramified extension of K ∞ which splits all the primes above p is H ′ ⊂ H. We have
We shall consider the following additional subfields of Ω:
Moreover, Ω n ⊂ Ω is the maximal p-abelian p-ramified extension of K n . Complex conjugation acts on Gal(Ω n /K n ) inducing a splitting in the linear disjoint extensions Ω − n · Ω + n = Ω n . Then we have by class field theory (e.g. [19] , p. 144, Theorem 5.1)
The isomorphism if given by the global Artin symbol ϕ :
The Artin symbol is also well defined as a map ϕ :
We shall use the same notation for the two Artin maps.
If X is a finite p-group, the exponent of X is the smallest power of p that annihilates X; the subexponent is
The general notations from Iwasawa theory which we use here are:
The Z p -torsion of the abelian group X , ζ p n Norm coherent sequence of primitive p n -th roots of unity,
A CM galois extension of Q containing the p-th roots of unity
The cyclotomic Z p -extension of K, resp. its n-th intermediate field,
The number of primes above p in K,
The p -part of the ideal class group of the p -integers of
The maximal subextension of H which splits all the primes above p.
1.2.
Plan of the paper. Our approach can be sketched as follows: assuming that D(K) = 0, A. We show in chapter 2 that the T * -part of A − is non trivial and
is finite, via a Lemma of Iwasawa, which we shall prove also separately in Chapter 3. We also investigate radicals of Kummer extensions in projective limits, giving appropriate definitions and properties of extensions
The main result of Chapter 3 is Proposition 3 in which we show that 
Radicals and Kummer theory
In this chapter we shall derive some useful facts about the growth of cyclic, Z p -free Λ-modules Λa, which allow a canonical definition of extensions like
together with the finite level Kummer extensions contained in these fields. Some of the results in this chapter have been exposed in a previous paper [17] ; they will be reviewed here, the proofs being provided in the Appendix.
2.1. Growth of Λ-modules. The following proposition describes the growth of the order of elements a n ∈ A n , within given norm coherent sequences. Proposition 1. Let K be a galois CM extension containing the p-th roots of unity and A n , A be defined like above and let q = p M annihilate the Z ptorsion of A n . There is an n 0 > 0 such that
Moreover, if a = (a n ) n∈N ∈ A has infinite order and Λa is a free Z p -module of finite rank, then the ideal lift map ι n,n+1 : Λa n → Λa n+1 is injective for all n ≥ n 0 and
In particular, there is a smallest integer z ≥ 0 such that for all n > n 0 , ord(a n ) ≤ p n+z and
We shall write n ′ = n+z for n > n 0 . The proposition implies in particular that for n > n 0 , the extensions H n · K n ′ are Kummer over K n ′ . With this we define the value k: Definition 1. We let K be such that n 0 = 1 and the Leopoldt defect is stable for all n > 1. Moreover, we assume that for a = (a n ) n∈N ∈ A with Ω E [a 1/p ∞ ] not totally unramified, we have
the precise definition of these extensions will be given in the section below. The base field K will be chosen such that the Leopoldt defect is constant above K and all the above condition hold. Then k > 0 is the largest integer such that ζ p k ∈ K.
2.2. Radicals, projective limits and classes. Let L/K n be a finite Kummer extension of exponent
is the multiplicative K × n -module spanned by the roots in rad(L/K n ) 1/q and the quotient is one of multiplicative groups. Then Rad(L/K n ) has the useful property of being a finite multiplicative group iso-
Kummer duality induces a twisted isomorphism of Gal(K
we denote this twist the Leopoldt involution. It reduces on Gal(K n /K) to the classical Iwasawa involution (e.g. [19] , p. 150). Suppose now that L ⊂ Ω is an infinite extension of K ∞ which is galois over K and let
form a projective system with respect to the twisted norms N * m,n , by Kummer duality. We let R = lim ← −n (R n ) and define
In the case when L ⊂ H we know from Proposition 1 and the choice of K that L p n+1 = ι n,n+1 (L n ) and thus R n form a projective system with respect to the p-map too.
Classes as radicals and Kummer pairings.
We now apply the definition of cogalois radicals in the setting of Hilbert class fields. We let a = (a n ) n∈N ∈ A be such that Λa is an infinite module of finite Z p -rank. The purpose of this section is to investigate the extensions Ω E ′ [(Λa) 1/p ∞ ] for a ∈ A and, in the case when a ∈ A − , also the natural extensions
We show in particular that these notations are well defined. Let z ≥ 0 be the smallest integer such that ord(a n ) ≤ p n+z for all a = (a n ) n∈N ∈ A and all n ≥ 0, and there is at least one sequence for which equality holds.
For a = (a n ) n∈N , we define a map β :
, called the instantiation map, as follows: let A ∈ a n and α n = α(a n , A) ∈ K × n with (α n ) = Q p n+z . Then α(a n , Q) is an explicit instantiation of the class a n at the ideal A and β(a n ) is the image of
With this, for all integers m ≤ n+z, we let
which is an extension unramified outside p and which only depends on a n but not on the choice of α n . We define in the same way
If Λa is infinite of finite p-rank, we have by (3) that
We note that the extensions above only depend on the module Λa but not on particular generators thereof; the same holds at finite levels.
if L/K is galois, then B is a Λ-module. We call the module B the class -radical of L and write
and
and letting L = (L ′ ) X be the fixed fields of these restrictions, we have
In this way we obtain a canonical definition of
The subextensions H E [a 1/p ∞ ] are also defined accordingly, as fixed fields of the restriction of X. We define maps ℓ : A → N and ℓ : A n → N as follows: for a = (a n ) n∈N ∈ A, let
The map ℓ(a n ) is an increasing function on n and we let at infinity,
For a n , b n ∈ A n with ℓ(a n ) = ℓ(b n ) we have
is a Λ-submodule, due to the previous multiplicative relation. It is an important module, which was first investigated by Iwasawa in the context of the definition of his skew symmetric pairing. There is one additional condition in Iwasawa's definition of his linear space, namely
We shall see briefly, that another equivalent formulation of Leopoldt's conjecture states that
. Combined with our Theorem 2 below, which states that
is either a trivial extension, or it is totally unramified; the second contradicts Lemma 14, and therefore Ω E ′ [a 1/p ∞ ] = Ω E ′ , so a must have finite order. We note this fact for future reference and will give in Chapter 3 below an independent proof of:
It turns out from Iwasawa's results that L(A ′ ) is a self-dual space, and it is the obstruction space to Greenberg's conjecture. From reflection, one can readily see that Greenberg's conjecture holds iff (L(A ′ )) − = {1}: indeed, the radical of Rad(H + /K ∞ ) can only be built from classes in A − , and this radical is finite iff (L(A ′ )) − = {1}. We shall investigate the relation between L(A ′ ) and Greenberg's conjecture in a separate, subsequent paper, following the sketch given in [14] .
If a ∈ A − , then α n /α n is well defined modulo µ ord(an) · (K × ) ord(an) . Since p = 2 and a n /a n = a 2 n , in this case the extensions
and the class radicals C-Rad(L/K ∞ ) are defined for K ∞ ⊂ L ⊂ Ω + like in the general case 7.
We shall like to consider
], for n ′ (n) = n + z. In this case there is some ambiguity in the choice of α n /α n and we choose the implicit roots of unity such that the degree [
One verifies that this makes the extension unique.
Finally, we consider projective-projective Kummer pairings.
Let Ω E ′ ⊂ L ⊂ Ω be a galois extension of K and let B = C-Rad(L/Ω E ′ ), X = Gal(L/Ω E ′ ), so B, X are dual, finitely generated Λ-torsion modules. For every finite level, we have a Kummer pairing < ., . > n : X n × B n → µ p n+z defined for x = (x n ) n∈N ∈ X and b = (b n ) n∈N ∈ B as follows:
By Proposition 3, the maps ν n+1,n are equal to p-maps for sufficiently large n, so the norms are compatible, by restriction. If W = T (µ p n+z ) is the Tate module for the roots of unity, and ψ : W → Z p be the natural projection. We obtain in the limit an additive projective-projective pairing
The pairing is by definition bilinear, non-degenerate and galois equivariant. If Y = Gal(H ′ /Ω E ′ ), then Iwasawa defines a projective-projective pairing only on Y ×Y by considering for y = (y n ) n∈N in the second component of the pairing first the preimages b n = ϕ −1 (y n ) ∈ A ′ n , passing to the injective limit A ′ = lim − →n A ′ n , and then taking the Tate tower T (A ′ [p n ]). Our construction is both more direct and more general, since it does not restrict to unramified extensions. In fact the construction holds for subfields of K pab ∞ , the maximal p-abelian extension of K ∞ , but for our present purposes the above definition is sufficient.
2.4. Some important subfields of Ω E . We shall take here an approach to Leopoldt's conjecture, that uses class field and Iwasawa theory. As Iwasawa noted in [9] , K + has D(K)+1 independent Z p -extensions, one of which is the cyclotomic one. The Leopoldt conjecture is thus equivalent to the fact that K + has no other Z p -extension except the cyclotomic, while Ω(K) = Ω − (K). We have in general
In particular, in the injective limit we have
The relation (13) implies that
thus the extensions with radicals in the real classes are unramified over Ω E ′ ; indeed,
a fact which we shall use below for proving the Lemma 1.
We give an elementary, constructive proof of this proposition in the Appendix. Assuming that Leopoldt' 
Proof. If Leopoldt's conjecture fails, then Ω + (K)/K ∞ is a product of D(K) independent Z p -extensions. By reflection, their radicals stem from (K × ∞ ) 1− and since this group contains no other units except for the roots of unity µ p ∞ ⊂ K ∞ , it follows that the radical is built by classes. Since C-Rad(Ω + /K ∞ ) ∼ = Gal(Ω + /K ∞ ) • and the latter group is annihilated by T , it follows by reflection that C-Rad(
, in the sense of the definition of classes as radicals, given in the previous section. Conversely, we have seen that
is a well defined extension and it is abelian over K, so the ranks
One can also prove constructively that
for this, one uses p-adic approximations δ n ∈ E 1 , δ n → 1. The existence of Φ and A − [T * ] is thus equivalent to the failing of Leopoldt's Conjecture
We call this extension a phantom -field and A − [T * ] a phantom module, for obvious reasons: they encrypt a constant which should be zero.
Proof of Theorem 1
Following Iwasawa's approach in [9] , §9-11, we shall regard the maximal p-abelian p-ramified extensions Ω n /K n as limits of ray class fields. We start accordingly by reviewing in our context the main results of Takagi theory.
Let m be a fixed integer and N > 0; we consider the p -parts T 
1 The field Φ was often noticed in the literature, e.g. in Jaulent's recent paper [11] , treating a special case of Leopoldt's Conjecture
We have the projective limits
We shall use the following expression of the "principal ideal theorem" of Takagi theory (e.g. [10] , Chapter V, §6-9): Lemma 3. Let I ⊂ K m be an ideal and
Proof. The statement (15) is the usual formulation of the Principal Ideal Theorem of ray class fields. For (16) , consider the diagonal embeddings γe N ֒→ K n ⊗ Q Q p . Then lim N →∞ γe N = 1 and since e := lim N →∞ e N ∈ E n , it follows that 1 = γe ∈ γE n , as claimed.
< ∞ is minimal and let q = p j be the exponent of this module. We shall derive from the assumption D(K) > 0 a contradiction, by showing first that B + must be infinite, and then proving that this cannot be the case. 
is also a subextension of finite index. But A − has no finite Λ-submodules, so infinite galois theory implies M = M ′ . We shall prove:
These are all galois extensions of K and F i+1 ⊂ F i for i = 0, 1, . . . , h − 2. By duality,
and the galois group is a cyclic Λ-module. Let thus y ∈ Gal(F 0 /K ∞ ) be a generator, so ord T (y) = h. We consider the projective Kummer pairing for
acts non trivially on L and if it is not a generator of the galois group, then there is a w ′ ∈ [y T i : 0 ≤ i < h − 1] Zp which generates this group. One can prove by induction that Gal(
is the galois closure of L over Q. Since L ⊂ H and H is also galois over Q, while the galois closure is the smallest galois extension of Q containing L, it follows a fortiori that M ′ ⊂ H. Since we have shown that M ′ = M, it follows that
We have thus proved:
We shall also need the following auxiliary result:
and N > 0 be a fixed integer. Then there is an n 1 > 0 such that for all n > n 1 we have
Proof. We prove the claim locally for every completion. Let thus c ′ ∈ K ℘ be the image of c in the completion at a prime ℘ ⊂ K above p and let π ∈ K ℘ be a uniformizer, let e(K) be the ramification index of p in K and thus in
From the divisibility of the binomial coefficients by powers of p, we see that for e(K) > 1 we have min v p p m
. For e(K) = 1, the minimum is p m ; in both cases it diverges with m → ∞ and thus, for sufficiently large n we may achieve that ((c ′ )
We now prove the main result of this section:
Lemma 6. Let a ∈ A − (T * ) be a generator of this module as a pseudocyclic
Proof. Suppose that the claim is false, so L ∩ H = K with [K :
we may assume that the base field K is chosen such
Since F 0 is the galois closure of L over K, we may then choose a liftΓ ∈ Gal(F 0 /K) such that its action on K by restriction fixes
We have shown in Lemma 4 that there is a w ∈ Gal(F 0 /K ∞ )[T ] which generates Gal(L/K ∞ ) by restriction. We show that there is a lift x ∈ X := Gal(Ω + /Ω E ′ )[T ] of w. Let F (T ) = T h g(T ) be the minimal annihilator polynomial of X and
Consequently, the generator y ∈ Gal(F 0 /K ∞ ) defined before Lemma 4 lifts to some x ′ ∈ X(T ) and letting
Let now n > k and T (N ) n be the ray class field defined for an N such that
. By Tchebotarew's Theorem, there is a prime q ⊂ O(K n ) which is totally split in K n /Q and coprime to p, such that
n ) p u . Let q 1 = N n,1 (q) be the prime of K below q. Since q is totally split, the action of x n by restriction to
We may choose N sufficiently large, so that q 1 is inert in some non trivial
We shall derive a contradiction to this fact, which shows that L ⊂ H. By choice of x p u n , the prime q fixes H n , so it must be principal:
It follows that γ = c · e with c ∈ U (K), e ∈ E n . But then γ 1 = N n,1 (γ) = c p n−k · N n,1 (e). By raising γ to some power coprime to p, we may assume that c ≡ 1 mod ℘ for all primes ℘ ⊃ (p) of K n . We may thus apply the Lemma 5 and see that for fixed, large N and some n depending on N using the result of the lemma, we have
Takagi theory implies then that
This contradicts the fact that (T
1 ∩L 1 )/K 1 is a non trivial cyclic extension, in which the primes above q 1 are inert. The assumption that K = L ∩ H is a finite extension of K ∞ must thus be false and L ⊂ H. This completes the proof of the lemma. Proposition 3 follows from Lemmata 4 and 6, as explained above. Our next result is Lemma 7.
[
Proof. Assuming that the claim is false, there is at least one
We shall use Takagi theory and show that ℓ(b) is finite. Then
follows from (14) We fix n > k and recall that by the choice of the base field K in the introduction, the class lift map ι n,n+1 : A n → A n+1 is injective on Λb = Z p b for all n ≥ 0 and ord(b n ) = p n+z(b) for all n and z(b) ≤ z. Note also the identity in the group ring:
for w, w 1 ∈ Z[T ]. Let Q ∈ b n be a totally split prime above Q which is coprime to p. Then Q T = (ν) is principal and N n,1 (ν) ∈ E(K). From (19) we deduce that the prime in K below Q verifies
By raising this identity to the power q := p n+z(b) /p n−k = ord(b 1 ), an equality which follows from the stability of the transitions in Λb, we find
If (α n ) = Q p n+z(b) , the previous identity yields
and we may consider α n , ν ∈ Ω E ′ , so the units of K n are p-powers and (20) becomes: (21) Let now N > 0 be fixed and consider the fields T (N ) ⊃ H + ⊃ M ⊃ L defined above. Let ϕ(b) ∈ Gal(H + /K ∞ ) be the image of the Artin map, which restricts to y, and let x = (x n ) n∈N ∈ X (N ) [T ] be a lift of ϕ(b), with x n ∈ X (N ) n . We assume that Q is chosen, by using Tchebotarew, such that
and Lemma 3 implies that there is a unit e N ∈ E n with νe N ≡ 1 mod p N . It follows that, modulo units, ν can be chosen to be locally arbitrarily small: 1 ∈ νE n and (21) yields (20) implies
We shall show that this extension has bounded intersection with H. Let Γ ⊂ Gal(M/K ∞ ) be a lift of Γ which fixes
In particular, Lemma 3 shows that there is a maximal l ′ ≥ 0 with α 1 E(K) ∩ U (K) p l ′ = ∅ and l ′ does not depend on n, but only on L 1 and α 1 . In view of (22), it follows that c 1 ∈ E(K)U (K) p l ′ +1 . Since c 1 ∈ α n · E q n , we conclude that ℓ(a n ) ≤ l ′ and thus ℓ(a) < ∞, which completes the proof of the Lemma 7 We now give the proof of Lemma 1, which is similar to the proof of Lemma 7:
. We follow the proof of Lemma 7 and choose a lift x ∈ X[T 2 ] of ϕ(b); for fixed n > k and large N we choose Q ⊂ K n a totally split prime with
. We have
where
and eventually, over Ω E ′ :
Using the same argument as in the previous proof, and since only T 2 annihilates x, we obtain this time ν T ∈ E n · (K × n ) p N , and for N → ∞, also ν T ∈ E n . If ν ∈ E n , the argument may be concluded like in the previous proof. Suppose that ν T ∈ E n · (K × n ) p N , say ν T = e · x p N ; then N n,1 (e) = N n,1 (x) −p N and thus N n,1 (x) ∈ E(K), so (x) = B T and taking N sufficiently large with respect to the order p m = ord(B), we find
is the lift of an ideal from K 1 that capitulates. Since the exponent of the finite torsion of A + is bounded, there is an m ≥ k such that all primes from K 1 which capitulate in K ∞ are already principal in K m . In this case, ν ∈ K × m ·E n ·(K × n ) p N−m ; since m is fixed, the proof can be completed with a slight modification, in this case too, thus confirming the claim of the lemma.
As a consequence, we have Corollary 1. Notations being like above
Proof. From Lemmata 1 and 7 we conclude that A + (T ) = B + . By reflection, it follows that ord T * (A − (T * )) = 1 and A − (T * ) = A − [T * ]. Finally,
3.2. The finiteness of B + . We prove in this section Theorem 2. The module B + is finite.
We recall that the systems E n , U ′ n = {u ∈ U (1) (K + n ) : N Kn/Q (u) = 1}, E n are projective with respect to the norms and the norms are even surjective for (U ′ n ) n∈N . We let thus
In addition, for X ∈ {E, U, E}, we define
Since we have assumed that the Leopoldt defect is stationary for all K n , we have Z p -rk(E n,H ) = Z p -rk(U n,H ) for all n. We let
. The modules U n,H , E n,H are related to the galois groups and their annihilators by Lemma 8. Notations being like above, let
Then Y is a module annihilated by G(T ) and for all n sufficiently large we have U
Proof. From Proposition 3 we deduce that
We have for all n > k, by class field theory,
We have the following decompositions as direct products:
, and the Artin map induces an isomorphism
We see from Corollary 1 that the minimal annihilator polynomial of Gal(Ω + /M) is G(T ) with G(0) = 0. Then (24) implies that G(T ) is a fortiori an annihilator of U ∞,H /E ∞,H . Therefore
The relation holds for n sufficiently large, and this completes the proof of the lemma.
The next lemma relates E n,H to the p-units: Lemma 9. Notations being like above, if p m is the exponent of A 1 , then for sufficiently large n, we have
By definition, we have N n,1 (δ) = 1 and thus δ = γ T for some γ ∈ K n , by Hilbert 90. Then (γ) = A for some ambig ideal; let m ′ be the smallest integer, such that all the prime ideals in classes of A ′ 1 which capitulate in K n for sufficiently large n, already capitulate in A m ′ . It follows that
T , which is the claim of (26).
Passing to p-adic completions, let d ∈ E n,H ; for arbitrary large N , there are then units δ N ∈ E n,H such that d ∈ δ N U p N n and thus
T , which completes the proof.
We can now complete the proof of Theorems 2 and 1:
Proof. By combining (25) with (26) we obtain
and since x is a unit, it follows that
There is a sequence of p-units
be the prime decomposition of ρ N . By comparing valuations, we see that c ν = v p (ι ν℘ (ρ N ))/v p (π n ), and the previous conditions imply c ν ≡ 0 mod p n−k for ν = 1 and c 1 ≡ p m G(0) mod p n−k . We deduce from the fact that p m annihilates A 1 and the choice of K such that (3) holds in cyclic Λ -modules of infinite orders for all n ≥ k, that p m+n−k annihilates B + n . Since c ν ≡ 0 mod p n−k for all ν = 1, we see that (ν℘) p m cν = (r ν ) are principal ideals, with r ν ∈ E ′ n . It follows that
Moreover, we gather from (28) that
The above identity then shows that ℘ p 2m G(0)d is a principal ideal, and thus p 2m G(0) annihilates the class b n = [℘ n ]. This holds for all primes above p, and since their classes generate B + n , it holds for the whole group. Consequently (B + n ) p 2m G(0) = {1} for all n and in the projective limit, p 2m G(0) annihilates B + . Thus B + has finite exponent and is herewith a finite module. This completes the proof of Theorems 1 and 2. Lemma 10. Let A and B be finitely generated abelian p−groups denoted additively, and let N : B → A, ι : A → B be two Z p -linear maps such that:
1. N is surjective and sexp(A) > p. 2. The p−ranks of A and B are both equal to r and |B|/|A| = p r . 3. N (ι(a)) = pa, ∀a ∈ A.
Then ι is rank preserving, i.e. p-rk(ι(A)) = p-rk(A); moreover, ι(A) = pB and ord(x) = p · ord(N x) for all x ∈ B.
Proof. Since sexp(A) > p, we have N ι(x) = px = 0 for all x ∈ A \ pA, it follows that p-rk(A/pA) = p-rk(ι(A)/(pι(A))), so ι is rank preserving. We start by noting that for any finite abelian p -group A of p -rank r and any pair α i , β i ; i = 1, 2, . . . , r of minimal systems of generators there is a matrix E ∈ Mat(r, Z p ) which is invertible over Z p , such that β = E α.
This can be verified directly by extending the map α i → β i linearly to A and, since (β i ) r i=1 is also a minimal system of generators, deducing that the map is invertible, thus regular. It represents a unimodular change of base.
The maps ι and N induce maps ι : A/pA → B/pB, N : B/pB → A/pA.
From 1, we see N is surjective and since, by 2., it is a map between finite sets of the same cardinality, it is actually an isomorphism. But 3. implies that N •ι : A/pA → A/pA is the trivial map and since N is an isomorphism, ι must be the trivial map, hence ι(A) ⊂ pB.
Recall that ι is rank preserving and let b i , i = 1, 2, . . . , r be a minimal set of generators of B: thus the images b i of b i in B/pB form an F p -base of this algebra. Let a i = N (b i ); since p-rk(B/pB) = p-rk(A/pA), the set (a i ) i also forms a minimal set of generators for A. We claim that |B/ι(A)| = p r .
Pending the proof of this equality, we show that ι(A) = pB. Indeed, we have the equality of p-ranks:
|B/pB| = |A/pA| = |B/ι(A)| = p r , implying that |pB| = |ι(A)|; since ι(A) ⊂ pB and the p -ranks are equal, the two groups are equal, which is the first claim. The second claim will be proved after showing that |B/ι(A)| = p r . Let S(X) = X[p] = {x ∈ X : pX = 0} denote the socle of the finite abelian p -group X. There is the obvious inclusion S(ι(A)) ⊂ S(B) ⊂ B and since ι is rank preserving, p-rk(A) = p-rk(S(A)) = p-rk(B) = p-rk(S(B)) = p-rk(S(ι(A))), thus S(B) = S(ι(A)). Let (a i ) r i=1 be a minimal set of generators for A and a ′ i = ι(a i ) ∈ B, i = 1, 2, . . . , r; the (a ′ i ) r i=1 form a minimal set of generators for ι(A) ⊂ B. We choose in B two systems of generators in relation to a ′ i and the matrix E will map these systems according to (29). First, let b i ∈ B be such that p e i b i = a ′ i and e i > 0 is maximal among all possible choices of b i . From the equality of socles and p -ranks, one verifies that the set (b i ) r i=1 spans B as a Z p -module; moreover, ι(A) ⊂ pB implies e i ≥ 1. On the other hand, the norm being surjective, there is a minimal set of generators b Using the fact that the subexponent is not p, we obtain thus two expressions for N a ′ as follows:
The a j form a minimal system of generators and E is regular over Z p ; therefore (α) := (α j ) r j=1 = E a is also minimal system of generators of A and the last identity above becomes a = Diag(p e i −1 ) · α.
If e i > 1 for some i ≤ r, then the right hand side is not a generating system of A while the left side is: it follows that e i = 1 for all i. Therefore |B/ι(A)| = p R and we have shown above that this implies the injectivity of ι. Finally, let x ∈ B and q = ord(N x) ≥ p. Then qN (x) = 1 = N (qx), and since qx ∈ ι(A), it follows that N (qx) = pqx = 1 and thus pq annihilates x. Conversely, if ord(x) = pq, then pqx = 1 = N (qx) = qN (x), and ord(N x) = q. Thus ord(x) = p · ord(N x) for all x ∈ B with ord(x) > p. If ord(x) = p, then x ∈ S(B) = S(ι(A) ⊂ ι(A) and N x = px = 1, so the last claim holds in general.
We now give the proof of the Proposition 1:
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